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Highly organized, self-motivated professional with management and customer 
service skills, seeks to obtain an entry level position within an environment.

2003 – 2006
LIMOUSINE DRIVER/EXECUTIVE - ABC CORPORATION

 Prepared a limousine includes making sure limo is clean and ready for clients, 
such as checking all fluid levels in the engine.

 Exhibited a professional attitude toward clients in a kind and courteous manner.
 Dressed professionally in own black suit. Drove limousines to transport 

exclusive passengers.
 Worked knowledge of Kent county roads and the surrounding area.
 Observance of all traffic rules and regulations including DOT regulations.
 Operated Limo safely ensuring the safety of passengers.
 Drove Union Pacific crews to and from trains and assist them in the rail yards 

with whatever they may need.

2001 – 2003
LIMOUSINE DRIVER - ABC CORPORATION

 Provide transportation service to customers to and from prearranged locations 
and events Book appointments, received payment by cash, check, credit cards.

 Schedule and confirm appointments, and arrange to pick up particular 
customers or groups on a regular schedule.

 Receive payment by cash, check, and credit cards, and accurately process 
transactions.

 Follow relevant safety regulations and state laws governing vehicle operation 
and ensure that passengers follow safety regulations.

 Provide passengers with assistance entering and exiting vehicles, and help 
them with any luggage.

 Communicate with dispatchers by radio, telephone, or computer to exchange 
information and receive requests for passenger service..

 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your 
current role.

EDUCATION

High school or equivalent - 1974(Lee high school - Wyoming, MI)
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SKILLS

Customer Service, Management, Driver.
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